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Host AGMDave says:
<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Is standing by the CO waiting for orders::
CTO_Matt says:
::hears the call about a fight in the cargo bay where the circus is being held and turns around and heads back there, moving through the crowd quickly::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks over towards the commission to his left::  Jadis:  What's going on now?
CSO_Vekh says:
::standing atop of a holographic mountain. His mind elsewhere, lost in the brown eyes of someone he met just once in his life:: SELF: Alara...
AXO_JJ says:
::enters the holodeck::
SO_Washudoin says:
:: Fighting way to front of crowd::
EO_McDuggle says:
::is heading towards the fight::
Host CO_Morgan says:
CMO:  Yes call security and have them break it up.
CIV_Charn says:
::watching the brawl:: CO: I have no idea, and I'm not sure I want to find out.
MO_Calahan says:
::back in sickbay after taking Arman's kids to his quarters::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The circus performers begin to retreat as the crowd gets even more unruly.  Security rushes in.
CSO_Vekh says:
::since the OPS officer and the girls left a couple of minutes ago, he decide to get off too::
AXO_JJ says:
Computer: Activate holodeck control console
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Taps his commbadge:: *security* Send a team to the cargo bay....oh never mind......
CSO_Vekh says:
::absently:: Computer: Deactivate program...
SO_Washudoin says:
:: Helps to detain one of the people::
CTO_Matt says:
::enters the area where the fighting broke out::
CSO_Vekh says:
::emotionless:: <Computer> CSO: simulation...finished
CIV_Charn says:
::turns her attention to the performers:: CO: I really wonder what is going on with these people... what could be worth fighting for?
CSO_Vekh says:
::exits the Holodeck and begins to walk back to his quarters:: TL: Deck 7
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis: Seems awfully suspicious, that the fight broke out right where the audience member was chosen from...
AXO_JJ says:
::console appears... hooks up the EMH computer system::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The civilian that originally started the fight grabs a phaser from a distracted security guard and stuns his way out of the cargo bay.
EO_McDuggle says:
CTO: sir I'm here to help
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO gets hit right in the nose.
Host CO_Morgan says:
::sees the phaser fire, grabs Jadis and pulls her down to cover::
AXO_JJ says:
Computer: Activate EMH
CSO_Vekh says:
::hears alarms warning of phaser fire::
CTO_Matt says:
::brings his phaser out and levels it towards the one civilian shooting people, taking aim, trying not to hit anyone and firing::
AXO_JJ says:
<EMH> AXO: What is the nature of the medical emergency.
SO_Washudoin says:
::Falls to the ground in a whole lotta pain, grabbing face::
CSO_Vekh says:
Computer: what's happening?
CIV_Charn says:
::ducks with Morgan:: CO: I didn't bargain for this happening.
Host CO_Morgan says:
*Security*:  Armed attacker, cargo bay 5!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Screws off his boot heel and removes his little phaser:: Self: Where to ::Sees the crewman run out and chases after him....
CSO_Vekh says:
<Computer> CSO: phaser fire ... detected. Cargo Bay #5
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The civilians now begin to overrun security and have grabbed more phasers.  the original instigator is gone.
AXO_JJ says:
EMH: now doctor, just a simple diagnostic run through... you're a mark 1, correct? ::Jason runs through computer files on the console while he is talking::
CSO_Vekh says:
Computer: what's in cargo bay #5?
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  I want my money back...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Runs at full speed after the man that ran out of the cargo bay::
CIV_Charn says:
CO: I suggest we get out of here and file a complaint then... where did they get all those weapons from?
AXO_JJ says:
<EMH> AXO: Correct, EMH Mark 1
CSO_Vekh says:
<Computer> ::pauses as if to think twice before saying it aloud:: CSO: A Ferengi circus.
CSO_Vekh says:
::disbelief:: Computer: Say that again.
CTO_Matt says:
::sets his phaser on wide beam stun and aims it at the civilians that have armed themselves and fires into them::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The civilians start firing their captured phasers, not really aiming at anything.
CSO_Vekh says:
<Computer> CSO: Are you sure you want to hear that again?
SO_Washudoin says:
:: laying there trying to snap out of it ::
CIV_Charn says:
::two different ideas in her mind... one, to find the one who started the fight and question him, the other to grab the magician and kick him... then question him too::
AXO_JJ says:
EMH: Good, well, I'll inform you of a few developments concerning your program... I just bought you, until recently I thought that all Mark 1's had been downgraded to conduit cleaners on various cargo haulers
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Checks to see that there aren't any innocent civilians around.....takes a pop shot at the civilian he is chasing::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  From my security guards!  Let's move it before this gets uglier...I'm going to have words with our security chief.  His troops are definitely in need of refresher training.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: DaiMon Kuuk appears next to Morgan and starts yelling at him.
AXO_JJ says:
<EMH> AXO: Conduit Cleaners?! I refuse to...
CSO_Vekh says:
COmputer: Belay that order. You're right. I don't want to hear it again. Change destination to cargo bay #5.
Host Kuuk says:
Morgan: Can't you control your people, Captain?
CIV_Charn says:
::nods:: CO: Let's go... ::as she starts moving out, she sees the Daimon and narrows her eyes at him::
AXO_JJ says:
EMH: Obviously... but I don't need a conduit cleaner, I need a doctor for my ship when it's completed.. you're going to fill the position as long as you still work
EO_McDuggle says:
::grabs nearest civilian with phaser and takes it away from his and start firing at other armed civilians::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks at Kuuk, nonplused:: Kuuk:  I might ask you the same thing.  I'm curious as to when you acquired your traveling magician.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CMO misses and the instigator disappears around a corner.
AXO_JJ says:
<EMH> AXO: I obviously work, and first year Engineering student could tell that
CTO_Matt says:
*Security*:  We have a riot on our hands in Cargo Bay 5.  I need this area closed down and secured.  They have captured phasers and are using them on anything.  Send more security guards.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Follows the instigator::
SO_Washudoin says:
::gets to knees still grabbing face::
Host Kuuk says:
Morgan: It's not my magician's fault your people went nuts!  I'm reporting you to Starfleet Command!  I've never seen this kind of thing before!  ::stomps off::
CSO_Vekh says:
::exits the TL in the proper deck and pauses by a tactical console to get info, as well as a phaser rifle from a nearby locker::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::sees civilian taking aim at Kuuk, pulls him to the floor as the shot goes over their heads::  Kuuk:  I suggest we continue this discussion later...
CIV_Charn says:
::mutters:: CO: Now I know why my mother never allowed her daughters to go to circuses.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Several of the armed civilians escape to parts unknown.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::As soon as he can see the Instigator he yells out:: Computer: Put up a force fields around the next 4 sections...
CIV_Charn says:
CO: Let's follow him ::points to Kuuk:: I'd love a word with the magician... this started with him.
MO_Calahan says:
::gets a cup of cappucino....she senses some disturbance on the station, but thinks nothing of it::
AXO_JJ says:
EMH: I know you work, and I'm CEO of this station... you best be careful or I will re-program you into a conduit cleaner... I might just need on my ship in the future... Computer deactivate program and begin diagnostic routine alpha max, check to make sure that all necessary medical application files are intact, if not find them and graft them on
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  I think your mother had the right idea.
SO_Washudoin says:
::tries to stand to feet, trips and knocks over someone::
CTO_Matt says:
::moves out of the cargo bay and tries to close and seal the door closed::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Computer: Belay that order...::Looks around for the instigator::
AXO_JJ says:
::watches as the EMH disappears with protest written on his face::
CSO_Vekh says:
*CTO*: This is Vekh. I'm outside the cargo bay. Do you think prudent to lock out all access to it?
CIV_Charn says:
CO: I thought she didn't want us to turn more human than she could help it, and did it all wrong... had I visited a circus before and you never know, I might even have embraced Kolinahr... ::starts walking after the Ferengi::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::follows along behind Kuuk, staying low to stay out of the line of fire::
EO_McDuggle says:
::backs up to the SO:: SO: here let me give you a hand
SO_Washudoin says:
::nods::
CTO_Matt says:
*CSO*:  That is what I'm going to do, Vekh.
SO_Washudoin says:
::grabs EO and stands up::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  I don't quite recall the circus being this dangerous when I was little.
CIV_Charn says:
::it's difficult to follow the guy while dodging chairs and the phaser fire... at least nothing dematerialized, so they are all probably set on stun::
CSO_Vekh says:
*CTO*: Acknowledge. Anything you want me to do for help?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Lets out a sigh of frustration and starts a jog back to the cargo bay::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Twenty armed civilians enter Engineering and begin stunning the engineers.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::On his way he notifies security of the instigator's last known whereabouts::
CIV_Charn says:
::looks at Jeffrey and smiles:: CO: I sincerely hope so, it would have looked bad on your parents' records.
EO_McDuggle says:
::Starts backing out of the cargo bay with the SO::
AXO_JJ says:
Computer: Send a message to the shop keeper, tell him that the EMH checks out so far and the items on my end of the trade will be on their way in a short time... send another message with a list of items to be sent to the shop keeper as per the deal to the ship parts shop, have the ship shop transfer the items
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CTO*:  I want a full security squad to quell this riot, NOW.
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *CO*: Captain, we have an emergency. There are armed intruders in Main Engineering
CIV_Charn says:
::they exit the cargo bay and she breathes in relief... till she hears the comm coming for Morgan::
SO_Washudoin says:
:: still holding on to EO trying to see::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::enters the cargo bay and looks around. Sees the CO and runs up to him:: CO: Sir...I have lost the instigator....
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CTO*:  Take whatever steps you need to...hold on...*Jones*:  What?  Say again?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: More security shows up as the CTO is closing the bay doors.  A few civilians are trapped inside, but everyone else gets out.
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *CO*: Armed intruders in Main Engineering, sir. I detect phaser fire there.
AXO_JJ says:
::picks up the EMH components::
Host CO_Morgan says:
CMO:  I have my doubts as to whether he truly instigated it, or whether the circus was ruse to get aboard the station.
CIV_Charn says:
CO: Anesthetic gas... fill Main Engineering with it before they break something.
EO_McDuggle says:
SO: how are you doing
CTO_Matt says:
*CO*: I've already ordered them here, Sir. ::hears the report about Engineering::  *Security*:  Close down Engineering and release a knock out drug in Engineering.
SO_Washudoin says:
EO: I've been better but I can finally see a little.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CO: My thoughts exactly...I'm going to take care of those that were hit by the phaser blasts...
CIV_Charn says:
CO: And I hate to tell you this, but I would lock all the circus people till this is over and we... you, get some answers.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The civilians have taken engineering and are attempting to lock out the computer.
Host CO_Morgan says:
::overhears the orders to security from Loran::  Jadis:  Beaten to it.  Nice to have a CTO that's on the ball.
CIV_Charn says:
::smiles:: CO: I guess I should shut up...
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CTO*:  Take everyone under custody until we sort this mess out.
CSO_Vekh says:
::goes down a couple of decks and enters a science lab::
EO_McDuggle says:
SO: can you get to sickbay
AXO_JJ says:
Computer: Deactivate Holodeck ::walks out of the Holodeck and into the turbolift:: TL: Deck 13
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Grabs an emergency med kit and walks up to the closest injured person::
Host CO_Morgan says:
*Jones*:  Status of engineer?  ::heads for TL and ME::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Security reports that engineering is locked down, but they can't tell if the gas affected anyone.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Scans him and runs the dermal regenerator over the phaser wound on his shoulder::
SO_Washudoin says:
:: holding on to wall making way to sick bay:: EO: yes thanks for the help.
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *CO*: Not good sir. The invaders have overtaken the crew there and are attempting to gain access to the computers
CTO_Matt says:
::heads to the TL and to Ops, to coordinate the efforts of security from there::
CIV_Charn says:
::wonders for a moment if to follow Morgan or offer help to the doctor... decides to follow Morgan and enters the TL with him, curiosity got the best of her::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *CO*: I'm trying to block their access from OPS
EO_McDuggle says:
SO: good I need to head for ME:: Follows CO to ME::
SO_Washudoin says:
::nods::
AXO_JJ says:
::travels one deck then steps out and goes to Tari's quarters:: Self: Oh darn... she isn't home... Computer: Unlock this door, command override Claymore-19-21-6 ::doors opens... Jason walks in and leaves the EMH components with a PADD that had a message on it:: Self: I hope she doesn't mind ::smiles slightly and walks out::
Host CO_Morgan says:
*Computer*:  Priority code lock out.  Command level.  Clearance Morgan, Captain.
CIV_Charn says:
::bites her lower lip before she says out loud that the security systems in the station need reviewing since a bunch of civilians apparently can lock ME so easily... how they managed to access it is a mystery so far::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Jones in OPS loses his battle and the computer is now controlled from Engineering.
CSO_Vekh says:
::has noting to do here and heads down to ME to help::
CSO_Vekh says:
::alarmed:: *CO*: Sir! I was unsuccessful. The intruders gained computer control from ME. They can now command the station...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Starts to treat a young woman who has a phaser wound in the leg and a broken nose::
MO_Calahan says:
::goes over the crew's records.....::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks at Jadis and can almost read her thoughts from the look on her face:: Jadis:  I sincerely doubt we are dealing with civilians.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Reports of phaser fire from the lower decks come in.  It seems that many armed civilians are attacking Starfleet personnel.
AXO_JJ says:
::finds it surprising that Red Alert has yet to be called:: Self: Emergencies are too common around here, could things have actually settled down on the station?
CTO_Matt says:
::leaves the TL and enters Ops as he moves over to his tactical console to get a picture on the situation::
CSO_Vekh says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm heading down to ME to assist the security crews. Shall we prepare to invade if necessary?
SO_Washudoin says:
::arrives at TL and gets on:: Computer: Sickbsay
CIV_Charn says:
::sighs:: CO:  They still managed to do this too easily. We'd better get phaser rifles from somewhere, this is going to turn nastier before it's over.
CSO_Vekh says:
::arrives near main engineering::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO runs into a force field.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
<Security officer> ::Calls Arman over::
Host CO_Morgan says:
*AXO*:  Initiate Red Alert.  Lock down the station and implement repel boarders action plans.
AXO_JJ says:
::starts to walk towards OPS, but remembers he was ordered not to. Walks towards Engineering, but thinks that might violate orders too::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::jogs up to the security officer:: SEC Officer: What is it?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: none of the consoles in OPS are active.
AXO_JJ says:
*CO*: Sir, what's going on ::Walks to the nearest wall panel and initiates Red Alert::
EO_McDuggle says:
::arrives near ME and sees the CSO::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
<SEC> Arman: Sir...its this woman...she has a phaser wound on her chest...it looks bad
CTO_Matt says:
::security is out in full force, chasing after the armed civilians, stunning them when they can::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *ALL CIVILIAN PERSONEL*: Please retreat to your quarters until further notice. I repeat: retreat to your quarters NOW
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  I'm afraid you are right.  This brings back bad memories of the last time a group of civilians took control of a station.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two civilians cross paths with Claymore and nod.
CIV_Charn says:
::thinking furiously:: CO: You must have access to a shuttle or ship... perhaps you could override the station's codes from there?
SO_Washudoin says:
::exits TL staggers towards sickbafy::
CSO_Vekh says:
::is held by the force field::
AXO_JJ says:
Civvies: better get off to your quarters something is going on and you may be in danger
CSO_Vekh says:
::sees the EO:: EO: McDuggle, we need to get past this forcefield ::points::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Self: Oh god ::Taps his commbadge:: *Sickbay* Keely you there?
CTO_Matt says:
::wonders where Kuuk is located at this time as he taps his comm badge::  *Computer*:  Where is Daimon Kuuk at this present time?
CIV_Charn says:
CO: Perhaps it wasn't the same case, although the deaths rate was a tad high. These hopefully aren't planting spider's eggs around here.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two civilians suddenly lunge at Claymore and quickly knock him out.
MO_Calahan says:
*Arman* Affirmative. What's wrong?
AXO_JJ says:
::fights in vain::
SO_Washudoin says:
::enters sickbay::
Host Computer says:
CTO: DaiMon Kuuk is no longer on the station.
MO_Calahan says:
::sees the SO enter:: SO: What happened to you??!
Host CO_Morgan says:
::detours towards weapons locker then heads for deck 16 after arming himself and Jadis with phaser rifles::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*Keely* I have a woman with a phaser wound to her chest...I'm beaming her to you now....::Tries to initiate a site to site transport::
MO_Calahan says:
*Arman* Okay.....
CTO_Matt says:
*Computer*:  Is his ship still docked to the station?
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Let's try through a jefferies tube...
SO_Washudoin says:
MO: Got phasered in face by a lousy p'tak
Host CO_Morgan says:
*AXO*:  Claymore, I am heading for the Hornet.  I'll try to regain computer control there.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Curses in trill:: *Keely* The civ's locked us out...I can't beam....this woman needs to get to sick bay now!
CSO_Vekh says:
Computer: Recognized voice print. Lt Drayan Vekh. Deactivate forcefield in my section.
CIV_Charn says:
::takes the rifle, verifies it's charged, checks the setting, then nods at Morgan::
Host Computer says:
CTO: Affirmative.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The forcefield in front of the CSO does not drop.
MO_Calahan says:
::looks to a nurse:: *Arman* Hang on.....
MO_Calahan says:
SO: The nurse here will take care of you...
Host CO_Morgan says:
*AXO*:  Have the alert crew onboard and ready to get underway.
MO_Calahan says:
*Arman* Did you say civilians have locked you out??
CSO_Vekh says:
::frowns:: EO: McDuggle, lets try the JT then. Can we reach ME through them?
CTO_Matt says:
*CO*:  Sir, Daimon Kuuk is no longer on the station.  His ship, however, is still docked.  *Computer*:  Are there any ships missing from their docking berths?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*MO* Yes, I did...
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  Hope you remember how to pilot a starship, cause we only have a skeleton crew available.
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV> ::picks up claymore's badge:: *CO*: I don't think you're AXO will be taking orders for a while ::looks down at the AXO::
MO_Calahan says:
::eyes widen:: *Arman* May I assume they are overrunning the station?
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO : yes just back down this corridor
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Security, due to its training, is beginning to gain the upper hand on rioting and looting civilians.
CTO_Matt says:
::moves to the TL::
CIV_Charn says:
::smiles:: CO: I remember, don't worry. Although... are you sure you want to take the Hornet out?
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CTO*:  Acknowledged...::hears the civilians voice on the comm, and mutters a curse::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*MO* Affirmative....hang on.....
CSO_Vekh says:
::straps phaser rifle to his shoulder and follows the EO:: EO: Lead the way, we have to get there at once
CTO_Matt says:
TL:  Main Engineering.
CIV_Charn says:
::her brows knit, worried at the fate of the officers... wondering what those civilians might want::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  Only as a last resort.  Right now I want computer access, and access to the transporters.
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV> ::drops Claymore's badge and looks at the console he was working on:: CIV2: He's authorization code is still in effect, we have full computer access from here ::taps into the computer and looks for the CO::
EO_McDuggle says:
:: grabs a phaser rifle:: CSO: this way sir
MO_Calahan says:
::turns to 2 nurses:: Nurses: Lock down sickbay....only let the injured in. Anyone struggles, knock them out with a hypo. Got it?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Five civilians run into sickbay and begin firing wildly.  Fortunately, they miss all the people and just blow up equipment.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*CO* Sir I have a problem....I have a woman who needs to get to sick bay and soon...I tried a site to site but I'm locked out....can you have someone on the Hornet beam her there and then to sickbay.....along with myself...
CTO_Matt says:
::arrives at main engineering::
CIV_Charn says:
CO: Well, we might find a way around that. Red taught me a couple of things, the point is... I don't know if those tricks work anymore.
CSO_Vekh says:
::has an idea:: EO: McDuggle, once we reach ME, can you simulate a radiation leakage, with alarms and everything?
MO_Calahan says:
::curses to self::
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV2> CIV: Put a force field around them or better yet, jettison the ship ::points to the location the group seems to be going::
MO_Calahan says:
::grabs phasers and hands them out::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Security forces arrive near sickbay and stun the five attacking civilians.
SO_Washudoin says:
:: Ducks down and lunges toward a civilian::
CSO_Vekh says:
::ducks into JT as indicated by McDuggle and crows down::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jadis:  When we get onboard, get to sick bay and see what you can whip up to knock out the people in ME  ::enters the Hornet::
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: that will be no problem
SO_Washudoin says:
::Falls on the floor just short due to lack of vision::
MO_Calahan says:
::seals the Sickbay doors::
CIV_Charn says:
::nods:: CO: All right, tell me if we can transport inside your forcefields... I'll get something ready.
EO_McDuggle says:
:: Follows CSO into JT::
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: Good. Then, as soon as we get there, make it so. This can scare out the intruders while we retake ME.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Can't wait for the CO:: *Hornet Transporter bay*: 2 to beam to Arcadia's sickbay....
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Computer: Lockdown the Hornet's access codes. Authorization Morgan-alpha one nine.
CIV_Charn says:
@::first time in an Akira class, but then there's a first time for everything::
CTO_Matt says:
::taps a computer panel close by and pulls up the layout of this deck, looking for a different way into ME::
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV2> CIV: Too late they are already on the Hornet... we'll have to do something else.
CIV_Charn says:
@::enters a TL:: TL: Sickbay ::mutters:: wherever that is in here.
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV> CIV2: what do we do with him?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::heads for the bridge, and goes to the OPS console::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The lights on the station go out.
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV2> CIV: Oh no... Come on, let's get out of here ::runs off::
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Sir be careful this JT comes out in the upper level of ME
MO_Calahan says:
::curses in Irish again::
AXO_JJ says:
<CIV> ::thinks a moment, then runs after the other:: CIV2: Wait for me!
CTO_Matt says:
::sees the lights go out and moves to a nearby wall locker and opens it, grabbing a flashlight and turning it on::
CSO_Vekh says:
::in the dark:: SELF: By the Furry Tail of Madash!! What the h...!
AXO_JJ says:
::alone::
SO_Washudoin says:
:: Is completely blinded now::
CIV_Charn says:
@::exits the TL and enters the Hornet's sickbay, looks around and quickly heads for the storage area... there has to be something interesting in a container::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Security runs around the corner and spots the civilians that attacked Claymore.  The civs are quickly stunned.
SO_Washudoin says:
::tries to find way around sick bay::
CTO_Matt says:
::looks for a JT and opens it, climbing into it::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::scans the station and locates the forcefields around ME.  No problem beaming something in::  *Jadis*:  We can beam something in if you can find something.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Sighs:: Nothing will work on this station.....::Grabs a flashlight and finds a anti grav pad::
MO_Calahan says:
::goes over to the SO::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Moves the woman onto the pad and grabs a phaser rifle::
AXO_JJ says:
::wakes up as the security officers check him:: SEC: What happened?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::begins attempting to override the computer lock outs on the station from the Hornet::
CSO_Vekh says:
::is descending CAREFULLY through the JT:: EO: Aye aye.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: There appears to be no obstacles for the CTO.
MO_Calahan says:
*Arman*: Sickbay was just attacked. Are you okay?
AXO_JJ says:
<SEC> AXO: You were attacked by the civilians... are you alright?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Starts to make his way to sickbay...being careful and keeping his eyes out for civ's::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*MO* I'm fine...heading to sickbay now...
AXO_JJ says:
SEC: perfectly fine, give me a phaser and fill me in
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO:  Status report.
CIV_Charn says:
@::checks the big cylindrical containers and smiles, then taps her badge:: *CO* I have just the thing in here... anesthezine. It will render a big bear unconscious for a long while.
AXO_JJ says:
<SEC>::hands Jason a Type-2 and informs Jason of the situation::
MO_Calahan says:
*Arman*: Understood. We will be waiting for you.
SO_Washudoin says:
::Sees MO and goes to burn spray::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Keeps his phaser rifle raised::
MO_Calahan says:
::helps the SO back to a biobed:: SO: Sit down, I'll finish you up.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*Jadis*:  Good, get it to the TR on your deck.  Should be just down the hall, to your right, about 25m.
AXO_JJ says:
SEC: Then I'll head for Engineering, you continue to clear the station deck by deck if you have to ::heads for the closest jefferies tube access::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Emergency lights come on all over the station casting an eerie red glow.
CTO_Matt says:
::says quietly, turning off his flashlight:: COM: CO: Sir, I'm trying to gain access to ME through a JT.
CSO_Vekh says:
::notices emergency lights coming online:: SELF: we are running out of time. Sooner or later someone will find the 'big red button'
CIV_Charn says:
@::heads to a computer console and taps it quickly, sending the information to the TR:: *CO* I'll be there in a minute... and thanks for the directions.
AXO_JJ says:
COM: CO: Claymore to Morgan, are you still there sir?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Since he can see he picks up the pace:: Self: Still got decks to go.......
CIV_Charn says:
@::dashes out of the storage area, through sickbay, and turns right on the hall, looking for the transporter room, still shouldering the phaser rifle, just in case::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO: I am onboard the Hornet. We've got a canister of anethezine we are about to beam in. Give it a few minutes to take effect and clear out before you rush in.
AXO_JJ says:
::climbs into the JT and heads for a vertical shaft heading towards Engineering::
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: McDuggle...Jim, we have to knock out the forcefields as well.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: AXO:  Claymore are you all right?
MO_Calahan says:
::corrects the SO's broken nose::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Security reports that they are mopping up the last of the rebels and they have come across some that were already unconscious.
AXO_JJ says:
COM: CO: I was only mugged... lucky me I don't carry large amounts of cash, what's your status?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Sees sickbay down the corridor:: Self: Almost home....::Looks down at the woman who he does not even know::
CTO_Matt says:
::continues to talk quietly:: COM: CO: Aye, Sir.  Let me know when it has been done.
CSO_Vekh says:
*CTO*: Sir, the EO and I are attempting to reach ME through the jefferies tubes
CIV_Charn says:
@::enters the Hornet's TR and gets ready:: *CO* Target is Arcadia's ME, right?
SO_Washudoin says:
:: Lies down on one of the beds::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*Jadis*:: Correct.  Beam it over when you are ready.
AXO_JJ says:
::gets into the vertical shaft and slides down the ladder::
MO_Calahan says:
::finishes the SO:: SO: There. Feel better?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Heads down the hallway and enters sickbay::
CTO_Matt says:
::talks quietly:: *CSO*: Do not enter as of yet. The Captain is going to beam in some knock out gas.
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Vekh there are some power conduits near here I can try to cut power there
CIV_Charn says:
@::inputs the coordinates, double-checks:: *CO*  Energizing... ::crosses her fingers::
SO_Washudoin says:
MO: Yeah, thanks
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Looks around for Keely::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO:  Anesthezine away.
MO_Calahan says:
::turns around as the doors open, relieved the nurses didn't shoot Arman::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The gas canister is beamed away.
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: Good. Spare life support and attempt to cut their other system's power
CTO_Matt says:
::holds his breath in case the gas gets to him::
AXO_JJ says:
::passes Deck 17::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Get on her....quick....she has a phaser wound to her chest....
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: Over here. Let's lift her up onto this biobed.
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: just a little farther ahead
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The canister registers as beaming to engineering, then reappears on the Hornet already opened.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::sets sensors on Hornet to record for any vessels attempting to leave the station and alert him.  Continues to attempt to gain access to Arcadia's computer system::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Moves the antigrav pad and gets ready to lift her::
MO_Calahan says:
::grabs a med tricorder, scans the woman::
SO_Washudoin says:
:: only sees a few stars now::
CSO_Vekh says:
*CTO*: Acknowledge, sir. ::turns:: Jim: hold on. The CO is attempting to knock the rebels out with gas.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: CTO and CSO gain access to Engineering.
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: It just barely missed her lungs....and heart......though it did alot of damage.
CTO_Matt says:
::enters ME and stuns those in the area, using a wide beam::
CIV_Charn says:
@::finishes the transport:: *CO* I read it back in here... get a mask, seal the storage area in sickbay and please vent all out... it reads as open!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Take care of her...I'm going to look for other patients....
MO_Calahan says:
::looks up:: Arman: Understood.
EO_McDuggle says:
:: follows CSO in to ME::
CSO_Vekh says:
::enters FURTIVELY Main Eng, and motions the EO to follow their plan to knock the forcefield off::
MO_Calahan says:
::begins treating the woman::
AXO_JJ says:
::stops and gets out of the vertical shaft. Continues through a horizontal shaft and knows he'll be entering his office::
CSO_Vekh says:
::gestures for the EO to not say a thing, just hand gestures::
CIV_Charn says:
@::goes to a locker and opens it, gets a gas mask for herself before the anesthezine leaks in there, and puts it on::
CSO_Vekh says:
::moves behind the consoles and take a sneak pic of the situation::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: AXO: We are beaming in anesthezine gas to ME and I am attempting to ...hold a sec ::stops as he hears Jadis, sets ventilators to block the gas, and runs for the storage locker behind the bridge to pull on a fire fighting gas mask::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO and CTO notice that all of the civilians there are laying about, unconscious, and are bleeding from their ears.  The Engineers there are beginning to wake up.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Grabs a medkit and a phaser rifle and leaves sickbay::
EO_McDuggle says:
::heads for the control panel and starts the radiation leak simulation::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: AXO: Sorry about that, we had a small glitch in the plan. I am still attempting to gain computer control from the Hornet.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*Jadis*:  What happened?
CTO_Matt says:
::looks around at everyone lying on the floor and taps his comm badge::  *CMO*:  Medical emergency to Main Engineering.
CIV_Charn says:
@*CO* Apparently they were more than ready for us ::her voice sounds muffled through the mask::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The gas is vented from the Hornet.
CIV_Charn says:
@*CO* They could beam it back, open. Don't ask me how, they can do a lot of things these boys.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*CTO* On my way....::Starts off in a run towards ME::
SO_Washudoin says:
CMO: Anything I can do to help Doc
AXO_JJ says:
COM: CO: I'm entering through my office ::opens the hatch and comes out ready to shoot... points phaser at Vekh and McDuggle:: CSO & EO: Looks like I'm too late
CTO_Matt says:
COM: CO: Sir, ME is secured. However, the civilians are all unconscious and bleeding from their ears.
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: Jim, cut off the radiation sim. They all seem to be knocked out.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*Jadis*: All right.  Get up here on the bridge and see if you can help me up here, I'm juggling to many things and the alert crew evidently is still detained.
CSO_Vekh says:
::points rifle back to AXO in reflex, but holds his finger:: AXO: Sir!
EO_McDuggle says:
::sees that every thing's under control and ends simulation::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Morgan's codes work, finally and gain access to the Station's computers.
CIV_Charn says:
@::exits the TR, and enters a TL:: *CO* All right, I'll be there in a moment... ::sighs::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Enters ME and runs up to the first crewmen:: CTO: Report....
CIV_Charn says:
@TL: Bridge
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::smiles wryly and mutters::  About time.
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: knock the force fields and call sickbay.
AXO_JJ says:
::looks around:: CSO: What do you think happened to them... especially their ears?
CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  The engineering crew seems to have been stunned by the civilians when they took control.  As I entered here through the JT, all the civilians were unconscious and bleeding from their ears.
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO : sir I have already shut off the force field
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Engineers all wake up by now and are surveying the damage.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: AXO: Claymore I have access to the Station's computer...::begins to access what was done to the system::
CSO_Vekh says:
CTO/AXO: Sirs, unsure at this point. They were like this when McDugle and I arrived. I've called for MED teams.
SO_Washudoin says:
MO: Can I help you in any way.
CIV_Charn says:
@::exits the TL onto the bridge:: CO: Ok, you tell me what to do...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CTO: Thank you.....here take this ::Hands the CTO an extra medkit:: Start treating these people....
CTO_Matt says:
Random EO:  the station's power has been turned off.  Get the station back up and running.  Turn the lights back on and get this station up and running.
AXO_JJ says:
COM: CO: Aye sir, we'll hold ME if any thing else happens here ::kneels down over one of the civies and takes a tricorder over him::
MO_Calahan says:
SO: No, things seem to be calming down.....
CSO_Vekh says:
::picks up his SCI tricorder and reaches for one of the unconscious civilians. Begin scanning him::
EO_McDuggle says:
CTO: already working on it Sir
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::looks up as Jadis enters the bridge::  Jadis:  Scan the station for any sign of saboteurs or vessels attempting to leave or approaching the station.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: There is no real damage to the station or the computer.  Only minor files corrupted in an attempt to wipe the computer's memory.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Runs a dermal regenerator over the phaser wounds and gives the EO's some pain killers::
SO_Washudoin says:
MO: alright, Thanks
CTO_Matt says:
::takes the medkit and seeing Vekh, hands it to him, as he doesn't trust the civilians and stands watch, phaser in hand::
CIV_Charn says:
@::nods and takes a tactical console:: CO: All right, sir... ::starts scanning for vessels in the vicinity, and activity of the docked vessels to see if any is preparing to leave::
EO_McDuggle says:
CMO: what's that for Doc
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::sets the computer to correct the damage files, begins scanning the station for Ferengi::
CSO_Vekh says:
::grabs the medkit from CTO:: CTO: Thank you sir.
CTO_Matt says:
COM: CO: Sir, we need to find Kuuk and his people.
CSO_Vekh says:
::don't believe the readings and run them again::
AXO_JJ says:
CSO: I don't know what to make of these readings, looks as if they've been exposed to radiation but only their brains are affected.
CSO_Vekh says:
::eyes widen:: CTO: Loran, they are all dead!!!
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO: I am working on it...got em. Kuuk and his people are onboard their ship.  I am locking it down.  Have a team head over there.
CSO_Vekh says:
AXO: It is unlikely that any kind of radiation could have caused such a specific damage
EO_McDuggle says:
::is bringing systems back online::
CSO_Vekh says:
::grabs a vial from the medkit and takes some samples from the civilian's blood::
AXO_JJ says:
CSO: Agreed... so what is it, leftovers from an alien's lunch?
CTO_Matt says:
::blinks at the CSO's remark about the civilians conditions::  COM: CO: I'm heading there right now.  I've just got a report that the civilians that took ME are all dead.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::looks over at Jadis::  Jadis:  Now all we need is a wizard.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Closes his eyes when he comes to the civ's::
CIV_Charn says:
@CO: Nothing to report... all ships are docked and staying docked, nobody is around... ::starts scanning the station:: Did you say scan for saboteurs?
CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  I want a report on what killed these civilians on my desk in 2 hours.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO: Dead? From what?
CIV_Charn says:
@::her expression softens:: CO: I suggest you don't ask for one out loud... unless it's Sulla.
CSO_Vekh says:
*Sickbay*: we need some doctors down here on ME. Yesterday, if possible!
MO_Calahan says:
*Vekh*: I thought Dr. Utoo was in there....never mind. I'm on my way.
CTO_Matt says:
::runs to the TL::  COM: CO: I do not know. I informed the CMO to have a report on this on my desk in 2 hours.
CSO_Vekh says:
::retrieve blood samples and stores them in the medkit for analysis::
SO_Washudoin says:
::heads out of sickbay towards quarters::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  Good point. ::begins scanning for other lifesigns beyond Ferengi, and outside the normal station complement::
MO_Calahan says:
::runs on her way to ME::
CSO_Vekh says:
*MO*: Please hurry and bring your autopsy medkit with you
MO_Calahan says:
*Vekh*: Understood....I've got it.
CSO_Vekh says:
::runs tricorder over blood sample::
AXO_JJ says:
CMO: Arman, have you ever heard of anything like this happening?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CTO: Uh sir...I still have a station full of patients to treat....and not enough man power...unless you, and all your security officers grab medkits and start to treat all these people yourselves...I will not have the time to perform an autopsy
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
AXO: Never...but the computer might say differently...
CIV_Charn says:
@::itches to offer her help now to the CMO, but shouldn't... wouldn't... although the CSO now... hmmmm::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  Any ideas on what to scan for wizards with?  ::smiles slightly::
CTO_Matt says:
::exits the TL, picking up some security guards on his way to Kuuk's ship::
MO_Calahan says:
::walks into ME, freezes dead in her tracks:: Self: Great scott.
MO_Calahan says:
::looks at Arman::
AXO_JJ says:
::nods and walks over to a console entering data and asking from computer to retrieve all relevant tricorder data from all over the station... waits for a compilation::
CSO_Vekh says:
CMO: Arman, I'm running tests on the blood of the civilians. What about taking a sample of their encephalic fluid?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CSO: Very well...see to it...
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::smile fades as he remembers the orb::  Jadis:  Scan the power systems for anything unusual, or radiation leaks in the lower decks.
CIV_Charn says:
@::smiles back:: CO: I think they are beyond scanning. But... are you sure we are after a wizard, or just a circus' magician?
CIV_Charn says:
@::starts scanning for radiation, checks all the station's power systems and correlates the information with the usual levels::
MO_Calahan says:
::goes over to the nearest civilian and scans him::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Hears his tricorder beep:: Self: Interesting....::Taps some buttons:: Self: This seems to say that their brains have melted due to some kind of power surge.....
CSO_Vekh says:
*CTO*: The monitoring cameras on ME, sir! They must have recorded the events. We shall check then.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  I'm not entirely sure...though I don't think Fizer is directly involved with this.
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: Get over here! Now! ::practically panicking, but not::
SO_Washudoin says:
::enters TL decides to head for OPS::
CTO_Matt says:
*CMO*: You can allow your other doctors and nurses treat them. All the civilians that were affected are dead. I want a report on what killed them ASAP.
CSO_Vekh says:
::hears Arman:: EO: check for radiation levels for the past hour, McDuggle.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Runs up to the MO:: Keely: What is it?
CIV_Charn says:
@CO: Although he did warn us about something. I just wish we had an idea of what... although it was something that could kill us all.
AXO_JJ says:
::disappointed:: CMO: The computer doesn't find any match
CIV_Charn says:
@CO: Nothing amiss here, we must be missing something.
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: They were killed by....by a telepathic link gone wrong, simply put.
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Vekh, I have most of the systems back up and the others should be back up soon is there any thing I can do to help
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  Unfortunately, the thing we are missing will probably be the thing that kills us all.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: A telepathic link?
CTO_Matt says:
::stops outside the airlock to Kuuk's ship, a security team backing him up and he punches in his security code to open the airlock::
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: More detailed explanation: Massive brain hemorrhage due to a telepathic link becoming unstable....causing a "power surge" if you will.
CIV_Charn says:
@CO: Well, shall we finally go after the circus' people or what? You could have some of your personnel to guard the Hornet...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
AXO: Look up anything on a brain hemorrhage due to a telepathic link....
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: A very good work, ensign. For the moment keep an eye on the systems and try to find any abnormality.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@COM: CTO: When you get to the Ferengi vessel, see if you can find the magician that was with them.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: DaiMon Kuuk meets the CTO at the airlock.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  Seems as good of an idea as any.
CIV_Charn says:
@::whispers:: CO: And the Daimon. He owns the circus after all
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: aye Sir
AXO_JJ says:
::looks back at the console and inputs the new search parameters::
SO_Washudoin says:
::enters OPS goes to his station::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: That would confirm what I found....
CSO_Vekh says:
::is following the conversation between the CMO and MO:: SELF: always hated telephats
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: I believe that is what made them go insane. Mind control. ::starts walking around::
CTO_Matt says:
::sees Kuuk at the airlock::  Kuuk: I need to find that magician that was with your party.
Host DaiMon_Kuuk says:
CTO: I figured you'd show up here.  ::throws his arms up in disgust::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  If I can work it right, I may actually be able to get the little worm to pay for the damage to the station under threat of prosecution of transporting dangerous materials.
CSO_Vekh says:
::applies a hypo to one of the civilian's head and retrieves a sample of the liquid that his brain turned into::
Host DaiMon_Kuuk says:
CTO:  ::looks at him like only a Ferengi can:: Why?
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: Arman, these people were taken control by a stronger force - it used them to take control of the station. When we tried to stop them, by knocking them out, "its" control became unstable and killed them. Painfully killed them.
CTO_Matt says:
Kuuk: The Captain has ordered me to seek him out, and to take custody of him.
SO_Washudoin says:
::starts monitoring sensors::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::heads for the TL with Jadis, meeting the alert crew as they finally arrive on station::
CSO_Vekh says:
::performs a full screening of the liquid like he did with the blood samples::
CIV_Charn says:
@ CO: The bad part is... what those dangerous materials are and what's with them. It sounds a lot like mind control or... I can't find another way to explain it. Remind me to teach you to erect mental barriers sometime...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Can you think of any species that would do that.....
CSO_Vekh says:
::while the tricorder analyzes the sample, he looks around to the carnage:: SELF: what could be the purpose of all this?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis:  I wish you would have thought of that sooner...say four years ago or so...
Host DaiMon_Kuuk says:
CTO: Are you going to pay his pension?
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Not off hand, only Vulcans and Betazoids would have that kind of ability, but not so powerful or on such a wide scale....
AXO_JJ says:
Arman: nothing recent... Vulcan mind melds caused a few but these reports are extremely old
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Yes....
CIV_Charn says:
@::sighs:: CO: I wasn't... close enough to you to even suggest it.
CSO_Vekh says:
AXO/CMO/MO: But could that be done at distance? And to all these people at once?
MO_Calahan says:
::looks him straight in the eye:: Arman: I don't think we are dealing with a typical species.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis: Would have saved some grief back on the Titan, and Capt. Sulla from getting his bridge destroyed by yours truly...
SO_Washudoin says:
::everything seems to be in order::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CSO: What was the species that was behind the droid attacks? The hurrduu or something like that....
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: I have tried it, linked with some of my friends at the Academy. Its possible, just very hard.
AXO_JJ says:
CSO: would depend on the level and intensity of the contact, I'd think... either way, that's one powerful telepath
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Agreed....
CTO_Matt says:
Kuuk: If he was the one involved with starting this riot, there will be no money going to him, as he will be arrested.  As for your ship and crew, they will remain here until this is all sorted out.
EO_McDuggle says:
::keeps scanning for anything to explain what happened in ME::
CIV_Charn says:
@::looks up at Morgan:: CO: Well... but if you hadn't, I wouldn't have mind melded with you... and a destroyed bridge is just a destroyed bridge.
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: They were not telepathic, were they?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: I do not know...
CSO_Vekh says:
CMO: The Haruda, Doctor. But from everything we heard from Ambassador Skroth they do not seem to possess these capabilities
Host DaiMon_Kuuk says:
CTO: Well, since you put it that way, I wasn't going to give him a pension anyway.  He's in his quarters.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@Jadis: A vicious circle...I'll take the present the way it is.  ::exits the Hornet and heads for the Ferengi vessel::
CIV_Charn says:
::closes her eyes and takes a deep breath... strengthening her usually up mental barriers, then opens her eyes again, her face expressionless:: CO: It was just things, nobody got hurt...
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: They could have I suppose...::stops and starts pondering things in her mind::
CSO_Vekh says:
EO: have you checked the security cameras in here? Have they recorded anything at all?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CSO: Okay...just wanted to make sure....I would be willing to wage dollars to dimes that this was not our typical telepathic race...
CTO_Matt says:
::nods to Kuuk::  Kuuk:  Show me to his quarters.
CSO_Vekh says:
CMO: How all this started out, Dr.?
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: I'm still checking them out
Host DaiMon_Kuuk says:
::leads the CTO to the Magician's quarters:: CTO: Just get this over with. I need to get to my next port!
CIV_Charn says:
CO: I am glad you're not thinking about changing the present... it is a dangerous idea.
Host CO_Morgan says:
::in a somewhat grim voice:: Jadis: If I ever meet up with those Cardassian torturers, someone will get hurt...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CSO: Yes...I doubt a Ferengi could do this to these crewmen....
CIV_Charn says:
::looks at him sideways:: CO: As long as its not you...
CTO_Matt says:
::nods to Kuuk, his security guards following him as he presses the call button::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks over at Jadis:: Jadis:  If things had turned out differently, I wouldn't have you now, and I wouldn't trade you for all the latinum in Ferenginar.
CSO_Vekh says:
::checks the results of the brain liquid analysis and sighs:: AXO/CMO/MO: the readings from both blood and brain samples turned out nothing unusual. Whatever it was that killed this people it was not physical apparently
SO_Washudoin says:
::Holds head for a second, thinks about aspirin::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Thinks about everything and about the CTO's report::
MO_Calahan says:
::looks back at the civilians lying on the floor::
AXO_JJ says:
CMO/CSO: maybe we are going about this the wrong way... the Ferengi certainly don't have the physiological ability for telepathy, but this might have been caused by a machine instead
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
AXO: I was just thinking about that....
CIV_Charn says:
::raises an eyebrow, the hint of a smile in her lips:: CO: That is... about to make me blush. I suggest we concentrate on the topic at hand, if you're ready? I can always blush in private, just don't like too many people staring at me while I do...
CSO_Vekh says:
AXO: 'mechanical' mind control sir?
AXO_JJ says:
::does a quick search:: CMO/CSO: it isn't beyond the Ferengi, such a device was reported by the Enterprise-D crew a few years ago
Host Magician_Joe says:
::answers his door::
MO_Calahan says:
::snaps out of her daze:: AXO: Really?
Host CO_Morgan says:
::smiles at Jadis, then turns his attention back to the task at hand::  Jadis:  We have a date with a magician my dear...
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
AXO: I am not aware of that...I will have to look it up...
CSO_Vekh says:
AXO: the device could control this whole crowd and make them perform someone's commands?
EO_McDuggle says:
CSO: sir the cameras only show the civilians holding their heads and bleeding from their ears after the light went out
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Finishes the CSO's sentence:: ...and liquefy their brains....?
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<< PAUSE MISSON >>>>>

